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"Shield your cryptic die rolls and notes from prying players' eyes, and have the wisdom of the Lost
available at a glance. With this beautiful slice of the Hedge between Storyteller and players, the
game table will have that extra touch of dangerous fae beauty."
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I really liked the product itself: the material is sturdy and shiny on the front page, just like Changeling
Core book (even better, the thorny skull has now a central part, and shines beautifully). Regarding
the content, it features just like any other WOD Storyteller Screen: half core rules, half special rules.
No problem with that, as it really helps with battle and equipment statistics, but I found some
essential information missing, like Dream Riding and Dream Combat rules, which would have
helped me a lot, so I just had to fill it with tons of post-its with the missing rules. Clarity and
Pledge-creafting rules are there, and they really help out in needy times. I would recomend less
core book rules and more line-specific rules for the upcoming Screens.

I love this new screen over the old ones that used to be made out of thin easilly damaged
cardboard.With this new one, it's made out of sturdy cardboard material, the same used for the
hardcover bindings. That's what makes this worth it, it's strong enough now you can fold it up, shelf
it with your books and not worry about loosing it or having it damaged so easilly.A wide variety of
information is provided on the screen for easy look up such as Goblin Fruits carried, Combat, Quick

Equipment Reference, Wyrd, Pledge Building and Clarity. All stuff an ST might need to look up at a
moments notice.

This is the first WoD 2.0 storyteller screen I bought and I must say:Big Improvement to the old ones
!The cardboard is very thick and sturdy - you can kill your pet hampster with it ! (kids don't do this at
home !)The content is very clever picked:approx. 50% WoD basic rules (combat, damage, etc)and
50% Changeling (pledges, bedlam rules, etc.)

This is such a great tool for any nWoD storyteller worth his name. Not only does it have a list of key
tools for quick Changeling references (Glamour, Contracts, etc), but it also has many of the core
elements shared by every character. Combat, long range weapons, blunt object, fire damage,
initiative setup. It's all here on this neat little fold-able screen made of very durable cardboard.
Legitimately, the thing has the same feeling of the regular nWoD book's covers. The only con I can
think of is that because the cardboard is so rigid and sturdy, the screen can only unfold in an "M"
shape rather than a nice "]". But this minor detail pales in comparison to the screen's overall
usefulness.
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